Hola Amigo!
Benjamin Jacques here...AGAIN...
First Off...Don’t Forget About Your Bonus Workshop

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER & ATTEND FOR FREE

CONGRATS For Diving Into The
“Hidden Chapter” Of The Blueprint
I wanted to start off by thanking you for unlocking this guide,
because if you’re reading it then that means you helped me
share my Dream Business Blueprint with friends on social
media to get this out to as many people as possible.
So kudos to you! You’re helping other entrepreneurs all around
the world setup their dream businesses, which means setting
up their dream lives. Appreciate you helping me out.
I’m going to share the story with you of how I went from being
so broke that I didn’t eat for 10 days to making $10,000 in
under 10 hours, and how you can copy my formula for success
and avoid what caused me to fail at such a drastic level.
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WHAT I DID WRONG
If you’ve already gone through my Dream Business Blueprint,
you’ll know that there’s a RIGHT and a WRONG way to setup
your business to support the lifestyle that you want.
Well back when I failed drastically to the point where I didn’t
have money and didn’t eat for TEN DAYS I was running my business the wrong way. In fact, I wouldn’t even consider it much of
a business at all. I was relying exclusively on clients for my next
paycheck and the only way I was getting clients was getting referrals from other clients. One day I was done with my clients
and they had no referrals for me, and then it started crashing.
I was already breaking the first rule of not selling something that
allowed me to have a LEVERAGED business. I was selling client
work where whenever I got a client I had to do a bunch of work
for them, so while I had my batch of clients back then before I
was finished with them, I was so busy that I didn’t have time to
bring in other income streams. It was a HUGE mistake!
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Client work always boils down to leverage. You need to have a
steady stream of new leads (potential clients) coming in and
also have outsourcers handling the client work FOR you so that
you’re not strapped down all day. This gives you leverage and
freedom and allows you to go after new sources of income.
I had neither. So I was selling the clients myself and then doing
all of the work and I also didn’t have any income streams going
where I could just sell physical or digital products so that I
wouldn’t have to rely on clients for 100% of my income. Keep
that in mind: it’s VERY hard to create leverage with a client-only
business if you’re not scaling out a big team to do the client
work for you, and even then in my opinion, it’s not the best.
If you went through my Dream Business Blueprint all the way
you’ll know the way I prefer to do business now is to sell digital
and physical products because I don’t have to be the one
making the sale, and when the sale is made the delivery of the
product is taken care of automatically. That means that I don’t
have to be on the selling OR the fulfillment side, so I can chill!
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Let’s sum it up so you can get an overview of what I did wrong
and avoid those mistakes in your business, whether you’re running a client-based business or not. The lessons still apply:
1. Always keep your pipeline full. You CONSTANTLY need new
leads coming in for WHATEVER you’re selling, and they need to
be coming in with an AUTOMATED method, not you having to
go out and get those leads yourself, because that’s more work.
2. Fulfillment needs to be AUTOMATED. If you’re the one
making the sales and then fulfilling the sales in your business,
then you’re already wearing too many hats and you’ll be time
poor quickly. Always automate fulfillment and ideally even sales.
3. It’s usually not the best deal to EXCLUSIVELY rely on client
work in your business. Don’t get me wrong, I take on the occasional client these days, but it’s not 100% of my business like it
used to be. If you’re JUST relying on clients then you will
ALWAYS be chasing the next client and also be reporting to lots
of different people all the time instead of reporting to yourself.
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4. I didn’t have any ASSETS built that would bring in leads and
sales for my business. I was solely relying on the brand of ME
and posts I was making on Facebook to my network to bring in
new clients. Stick to this model and it will ALWAYS be feast or
famine, depending on how your network is feeling at the time.
5. I had no automated traffic running, which I would have been
running to assets if I’d had them. A simple Facebook ad driving
traffic to a squeeze page could have saved my ass by keeping
my pipeline full of leads for new sales, but instead I was relying
on just free Facebook posts, which create very little leverage.
Seriously, it was just not following these 5 simple things that put
me on my ass and landed me in a situation that I thought would
be absolutely impossible to get out of.
I had to do a lot of “clawing my way out” and “climbing uphill”
to pull myself out of that situation, so I want to share with you
how I put systems in place to ensure I’d never wind up in the
same situation ever again and would always be thriving.
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WHAT I DID RIGHT
So as mentioned earlier, there was a happy ending to this story,
and that was the fact that I got my shit together and ended up
making over $10,000 in under 10 hours not too long after all that.
I did it by identifying what I did WRONG, where I currently WAS,
and where I wanted to GO...three things that most entrepreneurs
ignore completely and wonder why they’re always struggling.
I knew that I didn’t have any systems in place selling digital
products with automated sales and fulfillment, so my first order
of business was to put that system in place so I could use it.
BUT I also knew I needed a bunch of upfront cash for it, so I had
to “identify where I was” and then create something to get the
intended results I was aiming to get.
Getting a new batch of clients is the easiest way to get a surge
of cash QUICKLY, but I knew I didn’t want to stay on the “client
wheel” and needed to escape from it quickly after starting it.
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I decided to create a high-ticket offer ($2,500) and bring a few
people on board who would see the value of what I was selling
as being much greater than the actual price point. Remember,
there are ALWAYS people out there who are willing to invest
money like that if they believe the investment will be valuable.
I setup the project so that instead of selling my clients into a
group that would never end and I’d have to manage forever,
there was a specific start and end date to the project and they
could see when everything was complete. And because I didn’t
want to have to rely “on my next batch of clients” after this
round, I positioned everything so that the work I did with them
would be turned into a high ticket product to sell for $1,000.
That way I’d start off with clients but end up with a digital product that I could automate the selling and fulfillment of easily.
If you’re wondering what I sold, it was coaching packages for
how to rank videos instantly on YouTube and sell the leads they
generated to local businesses, and I recorded the sessions to
use as part of my Video Ranking Club 2.0 course I launched.
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Again, let’s sum up what I did RIGHT to turn this situation
around and create something lasting that I knew would be able
to make money for me long-term. Remember, it’s not just about
“getting out of a bad situation”. It’s about putting a system in
place to make sure that I never ENTERED that situation again.
Keep in mind that if I only did steps 1 and 2 here I would have
gotten cash to get out of that situation, but created no leverage
so I would have just wound up in the same situation again.
1. I created something valuable to create a surge of cash for
myself so that I would have money sitting to not “worry about
money anymore” but also be able to use that money to create
the system that would bring in cashflow long term.
2. I chose to sell something HIGH TICKET ($2,500 price point)
so that I could just make a few sales to get a decent amount of
money instead of trying to make a zillion sales. By the way, you
can find plenty of things that are already made to sell that will
give you commissions like this without making the thing yourself. Check out the webinar link in this guide for an example.
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3. I leveraged what I was selling into a digital product that I
could continue to sell to other customers after I was finished
taking care of this original round of clients. This product was
also sold at a high price point for the same reasons, and because it was a digital product then fulfillment was automated
and that meant I could start automating the SALES of it too.
4. I started to automate the traffic to the digital product I was
selling so that sales could come in without my direct involvement, and I did this through SEO, affiliates, paid ads, etc. Since
fulfillment was already automated, when I started automating
sales, I created a “money machine” that would run without me
that I wouldn’t have to worry about drying up if I decided that I
didn’t want to do any work on a particular day.
5. I split this ONE income stream of the product (which was high
ticket) into MULTIPLE income streams by gathering my audience in my membership area and my email list and then showing them other tools I used that helped my business as well.
Now I had money coming in from lots of sources, not just one.
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WHAT TO DO NEXT
I hope by now you have a clear picture of exactly what mistakes
I made that landed me in such a hole and also an understanding
of exactly what I did RIGHT to change the situation for myself.
It’s not enough for me to just TELL you those things, because I
want to be able to really ensure that you never wind up in a similar situation as I did, which is why I’d like to take the time now to
invite you to an exclusive webinar of ours to see the big picture.
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR OUR WEBINAR FOR FREE
During this webinar you’ll be able to tap into a system that I
WISH I had when I was struggling, because it hits all of the “right
points” in my checklist for building a business that helped set me
free without turning me into a slave that had to “grind all day”.
The system we’ll talk about during the webinar allows you to sell
something VALUABLE that’s already made (point 1) that also
points users to a HIGH-TICKET SALE where you can earn big
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commissions and not have to make as many sales to get a lot of
money (point 2). Fulfillment of the the products we sell in the
system are even taken care of 100% for you so that you can
focus on making more money (point 3). And since fulfillment is
automated, we also show you how to keep your pipeline full by
automating your traffic to the system (point 4) and what’s even
better is that inside our system there are MULTIPLE income
streams where you can earn everything from monthly residuals
to high-ticket commissions as mentioned earlier (point 5).
If I had this system in place a long time ago, I would not have
had to create my own, and probably never would have struggled like I did in the first place, which is why I urge you to take a
look at it for yourself. I know from the stories of myself and so
many others that this is something that can help you create BIG
leverage in your business, which means stepping you into that
dream life you have in your head sooner than later, which is
what this guide and your upcoming webinar is all about.
Just click the orange button below to attend for FREE.
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I wish you well my friend and for you to have only success after
success in your life and never fall as low as I fell during those
days. Remember to constantly keep yourself in check to ensure
that you’re not making the 5 mistakes I made and always look at
your business ensuring that you’re building it on the foundation
of the 5 things that I did right. If you do, success will be easy.
Excited to see you on our webinar to teach you about a system
that can help you avoid my mistakes and turn your dream life
into a reality sooner than later. Remember, you deserve it.

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
FOR YOUR FREE WEBINAR >>>

Benjamin Jacques

Founder Of The Dream Business Blueprint
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